Operative since 1997, it has 100 students enrolled in the first year (of which 50 with tuition fee).

Objectives: To respond to the need felt for urban planners trained along with building designers, so that the two directions of study should meet the urban design field.

Sections
Bachelor – Urban and Spatial Planning
  – Landscape Design and Planning

Master – Urban Design;
  – Urban Management;
  – Spatial Planning and Regional Development;
  – Urban mobility;
  – Landscape and Territory
  – Planning and Public Politics

Diploma (Bachelor) Urban Planner
The master program addresses the urban planners and other professionals such as architects, engineers, traffic planners, economists, geographers, sociologists, historians in order to achieve the credentials to join the Romanian Register of Urban Planners.
Curriculum

The evaluation system is based on both marks and credits (inter and intra-transferable).

The curricula is structured according to the two cycles of studies (8+4 semesters):
- 8 semesters (first cycle) are dedicated to the basic general knowledge (theory and design practice) interrelated with the courses of Faculty of Architecture.
- In parallel, the formation is focused on the two sections: Urban and Spatial Planning, Landscape Design and Planning

The educational process is mainly targeted to the urban project; therefore, the developing of specific research and conception skills and techniques becomes very important. Enhancing the horizon of comprehension of the urban space and territory through multi-disciplinary approaches (perspectives: historical, geographical, social, technical, demographic, cultural, economic etc.) represent the most important means.

The apparently distinctive activities - courses, seminars, debates, exercises, studies in the design studios etc. - are all channeled to link urban design and urban planning with the drawing up of urban projects.

The concept and the curriculum for the Faculty of Urban Planning has been elaborated by the Urbanism Departments, which is mainly in charge with the profile studios, and the tutorial activity for the diploma work.

Admission

Admission to the first cycle – based on testing the understanding of the urban phenomena and the ability to graphically express this knowledge in a exam test.
Admission to the second cycle – written exam oriented to each specialization, based on a list of pre-requested subjects accompanied by a selected bibliography.

According to the agreements of the Ministry of Education, Research, Youth and Sports overseas applicants are not obliged to sit for the entrance exam, however an interview follows.
They have to apply until the 15th of September. For first cycle is required a High-school Leaving Examination Diploma internationally recognized. For second cycle is required Bachelor Diploma.

Useful information
All compulsory courses are attended in Romanian. It is possible for some optional courses, seminars, work-shops or studios to be held in English or French.

Calendar
The academic year begins on October 1st and lasts until July. There are two semesters of 14 weeks each, with Christmas, February (between semesters) and Easter vacations. At the end of each semester there is an evaluation session. The graduate exam is due for July - the first cycle (Bachelor), and for October - the second cycle (Masters degree)

Enrolment and grants
There are subsidized and tuition places, both for the Romanian and overseas applicants. There is also a number of tuition places established by the Senate of the University.

Miscellany
• The University has two dorms with a total capacity of 500 places. The accommodation fee is 45 $/month/room.
• The University’s library contains more than 200,000 titles in books. Architectural, technical and design magazines are up to date by annual subscription.
• We have video equipment and projectors for courses and conferences, a construction materials laboratory and a CAD-CAM laboratory equipped of 100 computers, a 3D scanner and a 3D plotter.
• There is IT equipment in all chairs, with a special department for the computer aided design skills development at the Chair of Representation and Design.
• The facilities include a sports hall, festivities hall and exhibition hall on the site.
• There is a long tradition in our school for students to take study trips in Romania and abroad, usually during the Easter vacation.

"ION MINCU" UNIVERSITY OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING BUCHAREST, ROMANIA
Present position
PhD – Associate Professor, Dean of the Faculty of Urban Planning, at “Ion Minucu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
- NTU - Nanyang Technological University Singapore
- Master's Degree in Architecture at IMUAU, Bucharest

Memberships
- Graduated as architect at IAIM, Bucharest
- 2004-present; 2011-2012: Member of RUR and of the Superior Council of RUR
- 2009-present: Member of AESOP / CoREP – Romania’s representative
- 2000-present: Honored Member of SEPOX – Association of Urban Planners of Greece
- 2011: Member of OAR – Romanian Order of Architects
- 2010-present: President of REA – Reseau des Ecoles, d’Urbanisme et du Paysage de la France, Europe Centrale et Orientale

Academic Activity
- Dean of the Faculty of Urban Planning – IMUAU Bucharest
- Assoc. Professor at IMUAU – Faculty of Urban Planning, Head of Urban Design and Landscape Planning Chair
- Lecturer at the Urban Planning Department of IMUAU
- Technical Committee for Urban Planning Development (Giurgiu – Giurgiu City Hall; Bucharest City Hall)
- Large-scale project and urban planning, with sustained activity in the field of architecture, urban design, spatial planning, research and education; specialization in urban theory & urban design; Theory of urban structures, Risks, vulnerability and sustainable planning.

Professional Activity
- 2010-present: National Committee for Territorial Development – Ministry of Development of Romania
- 2008-present: Technical Committee for Urban Planning Development (Giurgiu – Giurgiu City Hall; Bucharest City Hall)
- Over 12 participation in international awarded competitions as participant or teacher advisor.

Contests
- Over 12 participation in international awarded competitions as participant or teacher advisor.

Publications
- 2011: International Urban Planning conferences:
  - "Managing Urban Growth" - Brunei
  - "Healthy Cities – Perspective on Asian Concerns" – Pune, India
  - "Urban Renewal" – Budapest, Hungary; 5-th iRec Conference and Workshop “Participatory design and appropriate technology for post-disaster reconstruction”, Ahmedabad, India;
  - "The historical architectural heritage in the new social political situation” – Florence, Italy
- 2007: Author of: "Urban form and urban trans-forming; Bucharest

"ION MINUCU" UNIVERSITY OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING BUCHAREST, ROMANIA
Mariana Eftenie

Present Position
- PhD Associate Professor at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
- Doctor's Degree in architecture at IMUAU, Bucharest

Professional memberships
- 2005-present: Member of the UAR; Romanian Architects Society
- 2002-present: Member of Urbanists' Record, Romania
- 2001-present: Member of the OAR
- 1995-present: Member of Managing Committee of Architecture Schools in Southern France and East Europe
- 1991-present: Member of Specialist Urbanists Association of Mediterranean Cities
- 1991-present: Member of European Institute of Urban Research INURA, Zurich
- 1991-present: Member of Professional Urbanists Association, Romania

Academic Activity
- Publications:
  - PhD Associate Professor at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest
  - Doctor's Degree in architecture at IMUAU, Bucharest
  - Graduated as architect at the IAIM, Bucharest
- Memberships:
  - Member of the UAR; Romanian Architects Society
  - Member of Urbanists' Record, Romania
  - Member of the OAR
  - Member of Managing Committee of Architecture Schools in Southern France and East Europe
  - Member of Specialist Urbanists Association of Mediterranean Cities
  - Member of European Institute of Urban Research INURA, Zurich
  - Member of Professional Urbanists Association, Romania

Lectures
- since 1991: Various conferences concerning investigation directions for substantiating research methodologies and design in urbanism

Professional activity
- Various detailed urbanistic plans (PUD), urbanistic area plans (PUZ); author and co-author of the General Urbanistic Plans (PUG) for Bucharest, Iasi and Oradea
- Architect at the Architecture and Urbanism Workroom - Bucharest City Hall

Contests
- 1992: "Spreegeborenen Stadtbaulicher Ideenwettbewerb" - Berlin
- 1992: "Urban Restoration - historical center of Bucharest" - 2nd prize
- 1991: The Systematization of Victoria Square, Bucharest
- 1974: "Living in a big city" - Minsk, Ukraine; "Shinkenchiku residential" - Japan

Publications
- "The art of building cities", IMUAU publishing house
- "Urbanism after its artistic principles" (translation of "Der Stadttebau" by Camillo Sitte, Vienna, Technical Publishing House) - collaboration with Hanna Derer and Mihai Eftenie

Vicedean of Faculty of Urban Planning
"ION MINCU" UNIVERSITY OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING BUCHAREST, ROMANIA
Cerasella Craciun

Present position
Director of Urban Design and Landscape Planning Department, at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education

- 2005-present: Doctor's Degree in Architecture at IMUAU, Bucharest
- 2000-present: Master Degree in Urban Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest

Presently graduated as architect at IAIM, Bucharest

Memberships

- 2005-present: Member of Romanian Register of Urban Planners (RUR) and of the RUR Examination Commission
- 2000-present: Member of Union of Romanian Architects (UAR)
- 2000-present: Founding Member of Corpus Callidum Transdisciplinarity Group (CC)

Professional Activity

- 2010 Award: "Lost Gardens", Romanian Union of Architects Cultural Projects Selection;
- 2010 Nomination: In honor of understanding performance and dedication "Best gardens Designer Exhibition; Le Notre' Jardins a la francaise", Chateau de la Huardiere, France;
- 2008 Award: "Landscape Planning of Historical Bucharest Parks", Romanian Register of Urban Planners and the Romanian Ministry of Regional Development and Tourism;
- 2008 Nomination: "The Urban Metabolism. An Unconventional Approach of Urban Organism", "Ion Mincu" University Publishing, selected by an international jury to Bucharest Architecture Biennial (BAB); participation in national awarded competitions as teacher advisor.

Publications Section

- "Collection of Legal Documents in Natural, Anthropic and Cultural Landscape, in Urban and Territorial Planning";
- "Art as an element of cohesion of community life in landscape";
- "Urban metabolism. An Unconventional approach on the urban organism."

Contests

- Participation in national awarded competitions as teacher advisor.
- Specialization in landscape design/natural, anthropic and cultural landscape; urban metabolism, transdisciplinarity and sustainable planning; sacred geography; unconventional art projects;

Activity

- 2005-present: with sustained activity in the field of architecture, urban design and spatial planning (over 50 projects), landscape design (over 35), research and education (over 10 projects), sacred geography, scenography, fashion and art jewelry projects;
- Specialization in landscape design/natural, anthropic and cultural landscape; urban metabolism, transdisciplinarity and sustainable planning, sacred geography; unconventional art projects;

Publications

- "Collection of Legal Documents in Natural, Anthropic and Cultural Landscape, in Urban and Territorial Planning";
- 2009: "Art as an element of cohesion of community life in landscape";
### Catalin Sarbu

**Present position**  
PHD – Associate Professor, Director Urban and Territorial Planning Department, at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

### Education

**Present**  
Academic Activity

- PhD – Associate Professor, Director Urban and Territorial Planning Department, at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest
- Doctor's Degree in Architecture at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Master Degree in Ecotechny at Bucharest University
- Graduated as architect at IAIM, Bucharest

### Professional Activity

- Member of the Superior Council of RUR
- Member of RUR – Romanian Urban Planner Register
- Member of OAR – Romanian Order of Architects
- Member of UAR – Romanian Union of Architects

### Memberships

- 1996-present: Member of OAR – Romanian Order of Architects
- 2005-present: Member of UAR – Romanian Union of Architects
- 2010-present: Member of the Superior Council of RUR

### Academic Activity

- PhD – Associate Professor at IMUAU – Faculty of Urban Planning, Head of Urban and Territorial Planning Chair
- PhD – Lecturer at the Urban Planning Department of IMUAU
- International workshops and seminars on urban and territorial planning topics
- Coordination on behalf of IMUAU of scientific, research and development projects

### Professional Activity

- 2001-present: Technical Committee for Urban and Territorial Planning – Ministry of Development of Romania
- 2009-present: Technical Committee for Urban Planning Development (Galati City Hall; Bucharest 2nd sector City Hall)
- Large-scale project and urban planning, with sustained activity in the field of architecture, urban design, spatial planning, research and education; specialization in urban ecology, sustainable spatial planning, urban expansion and housing
- 2001-2004: Director of research at National Research Institute for Urban and Territorial Planning – URBANPROIECT Bucharest
- Coordinator of several Research projects and programs

### Publications

- Several articles, studies and co-ordinator of collective volumes
- Author of "Housing in Romania - A frame approach" - Bucharest
- "Doctor's Degree Thesis "Urban habitat in peri urban expansion" - Bucharest
- "Urban Habitat in peri urban expansion" - Bucharest
- "Urban habitat in peri urban expansion" - Bucharest
- "Doctor's Degree Thesis "Urban habitat in peri urban expansion" - Bucharest

---

**Head of Urban Planning and Territorial Development Department**

2011 Faculty of Urban Planning
Present Position
PhD Professor Architect - at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Complementary Formation for management in Architecture-Harding University - USA
Doctor's Degree in architecture at the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture, Bucharest
Graduated as architect at the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture, Bucharest

Professional Memberships
1998 - present
Member of the Board of the Union of Romanian Architects;
Member of Science Association of Romania and the European Association of Architectural Education
Chief of the European Working Group UIA-UNESCO Architectural Department

1997 - present
President of the National Committee of Urban Planning in MLPTL
President of the Professional Association of Romanian Urban Planners
Member of the Board of the Union of Romanian Urban Planners

1995 - present
Member of Romanian Architects Society

1970 - present
Member of the Romanian Union of Architects

Academic Activity
Chief of the Advanced Studies School in the IMUAU
Member of International Committee for the Validity of the Architectural Schools
Rector of the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture and Urban Planning Bucharest
Chief of the Urban Planning Department of IAIM Bucharest
Founder of the Postgraduates Studies and professor of the Urban Planning Department
Leader Professor for Doctor Degree
Professor at the Urban Planning Department, teaching courses such as: The City Theory - The Urban Doctrine, The Urban Structure and Composition
Reader at the Urban Design Department IAIM, Bucharest
Lecturer at the Urban Design Department of IAIM Bucharest
Member of the redactional office of "Architectura" review

Professional Activity
Author and co-author of about 70 projects and accomplished works (The General Urban Planning for Bucharest, Constanta, Iasi, Targoviste, Sebes etc), the most important ones being the object of several national or international architecture and urban design competitions and prizes.
Angela Eliza Filipeanu

Present Position

- PhD Invited Professor Architect of "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest
- CNCSIS Expert

Education

- Doctor's Degree in architecture at the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture, Bucharest- specialized in Architecture-Urban planning- Landscape planning
- Graduated as architect at the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture, Bucharest

Professional Memberships

- Member of UA, APUR, RUR
- Consultant professor and associate IMUAU
- Doctor's Degree Consultant - Urban planning, Landscape planning
- Member of the UAUIM senate
- Member of the Superior Technical Council - CTUAT
- Member of the Territorial Strategy Team - UAT
- Collaboration - Urban Project, Prodomus, CPU-CGMB, RONVEST
- University Constantine (Algeria)

Professional Activity

- Consultant professor and associate IMUAU
- Members of the professorate of IMUAU
- Author and coauthor of about 50 studies and researches: inhabitation quality, energy saving, green spaces, urban ecology and environment protection, natural or constructed inheritance protection, renewal and modernization of urban space, territory arrangement, conceptual definition among the regulation studies of PAT, PUG, PUZ
- Author and coauthor of about 45 urban planning, territory arrangements and landscape planning projects
- Study P.U.Z. "Pant Harastrau" head of the team
- Study P.U.Z. "Pant Tineretului" head of the team
- Study: Protected built areas in Bucharest - study coordinator
- Fundamental studies towards urban renewal in Bucharest: coauthor
- Landscape planning of DN2 Afumati Urziceni - head of the team
- P.U.G. Municipiul Iasi study of the green areas collaborator
- The green environment of the city collaborator
- Areas and intensity of Bucharest development study-coauthor
- Study towards the complex arrangement plan of National Territory collaborator
- Study P.U.Z. towards Dambovita river near area on Bucharest territory

Academic Activity

- Titular professor of the course Landscape planning
- Study Coordinator Landscape planning Department
- Head of Urban planning department
- Member of the professorate of IMUAU
Present Position
PhD Associate Professor Architect at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Minicu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Born
Romania

Education
Graduated The "Ion Minicu" Institute of Architecture, Bucharest
Post-graduated courses in the field of Territory and Towns Systematization
PhD thesis in Urban Planning on the topic: The Use of Urban Territory and the Regulation in Urban Planning

Professional Memberships
2000 - present
Member of the Technical Commission of Urban Planning of the Ilfov District

2002 - present
Member of the Technical Commission of Urban Planning of Bucharest

Academic Activity
PhD Professor Architect - Faculty of Urban Planning within the University of Architecture and Urban Planning

Associate professor for the "Ion Minicu" Urban Planning Department of the Institute of Architecture, Bucharest

Titular of the Course Elements Of Urban Planning Technique within the "Ion Minicu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning

Project Leader for the Urban Planning Department of the "Ion Minicu" Institute of Architecture, Bucharest

Activity
1999-present
Member of the Technical Commission of Urban Planning within the framework of the Public Works, Transportation and Dwelling Ministry

1990-1999
Assistant Chief Architect of Bucharest

Architect designer at I.P.J. Tulcea

1973-1978
Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. of the 3rd District of Bucharest

1998
Dorobantilor, Stanislav Chioschi Street area

Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. for a housing area in Stefanesti, as part of the Ilfov District

Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. for Calea Dorobantilor, Stanislav Chioschi Street area

Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. for an area in Voluntari

2000
Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. for the Stirbei Voda Street, Calea Victoriei - Calea Grivitei area, Bucharest

Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. for the American School Area in Voluntari

2001
Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. of the 3rd District of Bucharest

Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. in Buzesti for the Fierastrau, Valea Jepilor area

Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. Division into parcels on Fabricade Caramida Street, Bucharest

2002
Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. of the 2nd District of Bucharest

Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. for the Stirbei Voda Street, Calea Victoriei - Calea Grivitei area, Bucharest

Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. for the American School Area in Voluntari

2002
Member of the Technical Commission of Urban Planning within the framework of the Public Works, Transportation and Dwelling Ministry

1990-1999
Assistant Chief Architect of Bucharest

Architect designer at I.P.J. Tulcea

1973-1978
Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. of the 3rd District of Bucharest

1998
Dorobantilor, Stanislav Chioschi Street area

Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. for a housing area in Stefanesti, as part of the Ilfov District

2000
Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. for the Stirbei Voda Street, Calea Victoriei - Calea Grivitei area, Bucharest

Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. for the American School Area in Voluntari

1998
Dorobantilor, Stanislav Chioschi Street area

Urban studies and regulation P.U.Z. for a housing area in Stefanesti, as part of the Ilfov District
**Angelica Stan**

**Present position**  
PHD – Lecturer - Architect at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

**Education**  
- Doctor’s Degree in urbanism at IMUAU, Bucharest  
- Teaching Studies Certificate at Polytechnic University of Bucharest - Teachers preparation Department  
- Master degree in Urban Planning at Institut European d ‘Aménagement et d’Architecture, Rouen, France  

**Professional Memberships**  
- Graduated as architect. IMI, Bucharest  
- Member of the DAR, RUR, UAR.

### Academic Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>PhD – Lecturer - Architect at the Faculty of Urban Planning, &quot;Ion Mincu&quot; University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Lectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>&quot;Creative cities and urban morphology&quot; at URBAN-INCERC conference about &quot;Sustainable development – from territorial planning to building design&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>&quot;Urban Peripherals - failure / potential?&quot; at URBAN-CONCEPT conference about modern urban development in Romania, Sinaia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>&quot;The Landscape of Urban Periphery&quot; at the &quot;Urban expansion and landscape&quot; conference organized by the German Embassy in Bucharest during the &quot;German Culture Days Festival&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Professional Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Over 60 urban planning projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Over 5 landscape design projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Over 10 researches in urban planning field, in national and international groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Over 2 national urban planning competitions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Publications

- Over 8 articles published in specialized publications, among which: "Architect Design", "Urbanismul", "Urbanism – Arhitectura - Constructii"  

**Doctor's Degree in urban planning, Magna Cum Laude**  
Lecturer - Faculty of Urban Planning - IMUAU Bucharest  
Assistant Professor - Faculty of Urban Planning - IMUAU Bucharest  
Over 60 urban planning projects  
Over 5 landscape design projects  
Over 10 researches in urban planning field, in national and international groups  
2 national urban planning competitions  

---

**Course**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2009 | Master degree in Urban Planning at Institut Europeen d'Amenagement et d'Architecture, Rouen, France  
- Graduated as architect. IMI, Bucharest  
- Member of the DAR, RUR, UAR. |

**Over 12 conferences, among which:**  
- Over 60 urban planning projects  
- Over 5 landscape design projects  
- Over 10 researches in urban planning field, in national and international groups  
- 2 national urban planning competitions  

**Author’s book:** "The Urban Peripheral Landscape. Revitalisation Methods", IMUAU, 2009

---

**Over 12 conferences, among which:**  
- "Creative cities and urban morphology" at URBAN-INCERC conference about "Sustainable development – from territorial planning to building design"  
- "Urban Peripherals - failure / potential?" at URBAN-CONCEPT conference about modern urban development in Romania, Sinaia  
- "The Landscape of Urban Periphery" at the "Urban expansion and landscape" conference organized by the German Embassy in Bucharest during the "German Culture Days Festival"  
- Over 60 urban planning projects  
- Over 5 landscape design projects  
- Over 10 researches in urban planning field, in national and international groups  
- 2 national urban planning competitions  

**Over 8 articles published in specialized publications, among which:**  
- "Architect Design", "Urbanismul", "Urbanism – Arhitectura - Constructii"  

---

**Over 12 conferences, among which:**  
- "Creative cities and urban morphology" at URBAN-INCERC conference about "Sustainable development – from territorial planning to building design"  
- "Urban Peripherals - failure / potential?" at URBAN-CONCEPT conference about modern urban development in Romania, Sinaia  
- "The Landscape of Urban Periphery" at the "Urban expansion and landscape" conference organized by the German Embassy in Bucharest during the "German Culture Days Festival"  
- Over 60 urban planning projects  
- Over 5 landscape design projects  
- Over 10 researches in urban planning field, in national and international groups  
- 2 national urban planning competitions  

**Over 8 articles published in specialized publications, among which:**  
- "Architect Design", "Urbanismul", "Urbanism – Arhitectura - Constructii"  

---

**Over 12 conferences, among which:**  
- "Creative cities and urban morphology" at URBAN-INCERC conference about "Sustainable development – from territorial planning to building design"  
- "Urban Peripherals - failure / potential?" at URBAN-CONCEPT conference about modern urban development in Romania, Sinaia  
- "The Landscape of Urban Periphery" at the "Urban expansion and landscape" conference organized by the German Embassy in Bucharest during the "German Culture Days Festival"  
- Over 60 urban planning projects  
- Over 5 landscape design projects  
- Over 10 researches in urban planning field, in national and international groups  
- 2 national urban planning competitions  

**Over 8 articles published in specialized publications, among which:**  
- "Architect Design", "Urbanismul", "Urbanism – Arhitectura - Constructii"  

---

**Over 12 conferences, among which:**  
- "Creative cities and urban morphology" at URBAN-INCERC conference about "Sustainable development – from territorial planning to building design"  
- "Urban Peripherals - failure / potential?" at URBAN-CONCEPT conference about modern urban development in Romania, Sinaia  
- "The Landscape of Urban Periphery" at the "Urban expansion and landscape" conference organized by the German Embassy in Bucharest during the "German Culture Days Festival"  
- Over 60 urban planning projects  
- Over 5 landscape design projects  
- Over 10 researches in urban planning field, in national and international groups  
- 2 national urban planning competitions  

**Over 8 articles published in specialized publications, among which:**  
- "Architect Design", "Urbanismul", "Urbanism – Arhitectura - Constructii"  

---

**Over 12 conferences, among which:**  
- "Creative cities and urban morphology" at URBAN-INCERC conference about "Sustainable development – from territorial planning to building design"  
- "Urban Peripherals - failure / potential?" at URBAN-CONCEPT conference about modern urban development in Romania, Sinaia  
- "The Landscape of Urban Periphery" at the "Urban expansion and landscape" conference organized by the German Embassy in Bucharest during the "German Culture Days Festival"  
- Over 60 urban planning projects  
- Over 5 landscape design projects  
- Over 10 researches in urban planning field, in national and international groups  
- 2 national urban planning competitions  

**Over 8 articles published in specialized publications, among which:**  
- "Architect Design", "Urbanismul", "Urbanism – Arhitectura - Constructii"  

---

**Over 12 conferences, among which:**  
- "Creative cities and urban morphology" at URBAN-INCERC conference about "Sustainable development – from territorial planning to building design"  
- "Urban Peripherals - failure / potential?" at URBAN-CONCEPT conference about modern urban development in Romania, Sinaia  
- "The Landscape of Urban Periphery" at the "Urban expansion and landscape" conference organized by the German Embassy in Bucharest during the "German Culture Days Festival"  
- Over 60 urban planning projects  
- Over 5 landscape design projects  
- Over 10 researches in urban planning field, in national and international groups  
- 2 national urban planning competitions  

**Over 8 articles published in specialized publications, among which:**  
- "Architect Design", "Urbanismul", "Urbanism – Arhitectura - Constructii"  
Cristina Enache

**Present position**
- PhD – Lecturer at Urban Design and Landscape Architecture Department at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Minicu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

**Education**
- Doctor’s Degree in Urban Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Master Degree in Urban Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest

**Professional Memberships**
- Graduated as architect at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Member of RUR and of the Superior Council of RUR
- Member of OAR – Romanian Order of Architects

**Academic Activity**
- Lecturer at IMUAU – Faculty of Urban Planning, Urban Design and Landscape Architecture Department

**Activity**
- 2010
  - Landscape Study – Wind Farm, Tulcea
- 2008
  - Stirbey Park - Buftea - Master Plan and Landscape Study
  - Busteni Downtown Spatial Arrangement
- 2006
  - Carol Park - Bucharest - Master Plan and technical project
  - Tineretului Park – Bucharest - Master Plan and technical project
  - Master Plan of Fardea, Timis

**Contests**
- 2011
  - Participation to Taichung Gateway Park - Taiwan International Competition

**Publications**
- 2011
  - Identity. Restructuring. Landscape, IMUAU Scientific Session
- 2010
  - Landscape as Heritage - the value of monument parks: Carol Park and Stirbey Park, IMUAU Scientific Session
- 2009
  - The Information Era. Landscape - between Technology and Genius Loci, IMUAU Scientific Session
  - European city in the Information age, IMUAU Scientific Session
- 2007
  - The techno-informational phenomenon in the contemporary society, IMUAU Scientific Session
- 2006
  - Landscape study – Carol and Tineretului Parks, public lectures at Italian Cultural Center, Bucharest

Author and co-author of more than 50 urban study, landscape and architectural projects.
Present position
Assistant Professor - Lecturer at the Faculty of Urbanism, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urbanism, Bucharest

Education
- PhD in Geography, University of Bucharest, 2011
- PhD in Ecology, University of South Carolina, 2004
- MSPH in Biostatistics, University of South Carolina, 2000
- BS in Ecology, University of Bucharest, 1997

Professional Memberships
- 2009-present: Association of Architects Chiefs of the County
- 2007-present: Registry of Urban Planners in Romania
- 2005-present: National Registry of Experts in Higher Education and Research
- 2001-present: Romanian Ecological Society
- 2001-present: “Sigma Xi”, The Scientific Research Society

Academic Activity
- Researcher in 11 projects (4 international, 7 in Romania)
- Coordinator of the Romanian research team in 2 international projects (funded by ESPON and SEE)
- 175 printed papers: 87 journal papers, 14 books & chapters, 4 theses, 14 conference papers, 49 conference abstracts, 6 internet papers, 1 research report: 187 presentations: 28 posters, 77 conference presentations, 7 public presentations, 75 courses & lectures; 25 regulations; 4 papers in press with 52 citations, 39 mentions, and 198 presences in international databases

Professional Activity
- 2007-present: Researcher and Scientific Director for Urban & Territorial Planning, National Research & Development Institute “URBAN-INCERC”, Bucharest
- 2004-2005: Research Associate, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC, US

Top 5 Publications
- Petrisor A.I. (2010), Using Geographical Information Systems to assess the coverage of wetland biodiversity by Natura 2000 sites within the biogeographical regions of Romania, Environmental Engineering and Management Journal 9(2): 269-273
- Petrisor A.I. (2010), Orientation of communication routes and balanced regional development, Theoretical and Empirical Researches in Urban Management 7(16):32-45
- Petrisor A.I., Decho AW (2004), Using geographical information techniques to quantify the spatial structure of endolithic boring processes within sediment grains of marine stromatolites, Journal of Microbiological Methods 56(2):173-180
Arpad Zachi

Present position
Lecturer, Department of Urban and Territorial Planning, at the Faculty of Urbanism, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urbanism, Bucharest

Education
- PhD stage at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Graduate - architecture and planning, IMUAU

Professional Memberships
- Lecturer, IMUAU

Academic Activity
- Lecturer, Department of Urban and Territorial Planning, at the Faculty of Urbanism, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urbanism, Bucharest

Professional Activity
- "Arhitext Design" Magazine - editor-in-chief
- "Arhitext Design" Magazine - editor
- "Arhitext Design" Magazine - director

Main studies drafted since 1986 until present:
- Projects and research regarding the National Urban and Regional Development Program;
- Study defining the criteria for the determination of historical areas in cities and municipalities, as well as the procedures for the protection and restoration thereof;
- Preliminary study defining the methodology of preparation of the general urban plans for urban and rural localities;
- Pilot study regarding the Plan for the Management of the Bucharest Zonal Metropolitan Territory Methodological Guide regarding the Strategic Approach to the Metropolitan Areas of Capital Cities collaboration;
- Modalities of enhancement of the strategic nature of land management documentation;
- Proposal regarding the system of sustainable urban development indicators, including the modality of use thereof in urban planning and land management documentation collaboration;
- Guide regarding the enforcement of regulations on the location of buildings by alignment and the observance of the sunlight requirements collaboration;
- Conceptual and methodological model for establishing the system of relationships in the field of regional strategic planning in Romania from the perspective of sustainable development of the functional/metropolitan areas and urban agglomerations;
- Defining the urban areas which advance development at local level as a factor of anticipation and stimulation of the urban living standard by economic restructuring the Anttrans Program;
- Guide defining the county development strategy and stating the particular features of sensitive areas in the context of the local sustainable spatial development. Pilot study for Alba County;
- Study regarding the use of GIS spatial databases and GPS geographical positioning systems in drafting the digital road maps, as a supporting tool in the creation of land management-specific data banks. Case study: Valcea County. Anttrans Program;
- Set-up, implementation and use of specific data banks in the field of land management and transportation, in view of the harmonization with the European spatial data infrastructure. Application: Tulcea County.

- Member of the Union of Romanian Architects;
- Member of the Professional Association of Romanian Urban Planners;
- Member of the Arhitext Design Foundation;
- Member of the Register of Romanian Urban Planners;
- Member of the Order of Romanian Architects Bucharest Subsidiary;

1994-2002
- Member of the Union of Romanian Architects;
- Member of the Professional Association of Romanian Urban Planners;
- Member of the Arhitext Design Foundation;
- Member of the Register of Romanian Urban Planners;
- Member of the Order of Romanian Architects Bucharest Subsidiary;

1996-present
- Member of the Union of Romanian Architects;
- Member of the Professional Association of Romanian Urban Planners;
- Member of the Arhitext Design Foundation;
- Member of the Register of Romanian Urban Planners;
- Member of the Order of Romanian Architects Bucharest Subsidiary;

"Arhitext Design" Magazine - editor-in-chief
"Arhitext Design" Magazine - editor
"Arhitext Design" Magazine - director
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Present position

PhD candidate – scientific researcher, at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education

2002
Certificate Project Management, University of Karlsruhe

2000
Certificate Working with Multimedia, University of Karlsruhe, Germany

2000-2001
Guest student at the University of Arts and Design, Karlsruhe. Research seminar at Daniel Libeskind

1999
Graduated as Diploma-Engineer in architecture, specialisation Urban Planning, University of Karlsruhe

Professional

Memberships

2003-present
Member of Marie Curie Fellows Association. Member of the Advisory Board in 2003, Member of the Administrative Board 2011 (applied for 2012)

2009-present
Member of ICOMOS. Member in the International Scientific Committees ISCARS/HH (historic structures) and ISCEC (economics of conservation)

2009-present
Management Committee member COST Action TU0801

2009-present
Member of the editorial board of the World Housing Encyclopedia (a project of the Earthquake Engineering Institute, Oakland, CA, USA), project member since 2001

More passive past and present memberships

1998-2002
Active in student self-administration of HaDiKo e.V., Karlsruhe. Leadership position 1999-2000

Academic

Activity

2010-present
Support Grant Canadian Centre for Architecture

2007-present
Researcher at IMMAl, Bucharest, Romania

2007-2010
Marie Curie Reintegration Grant, Ergorum '99, Bucharest

Resident University of Studi Superiori di Pavia, Italy

Publications

2006
More than 140 books, articles and presentations

Maria Bostenaru Dan: “Impact of Natural Hazards on Urban Areas and Infrastructure” Bulletin of Earthquake Engineering 4 (2), 2006, p. 95-209, Special issue (ISI)

Maria Bostenaru Dan: “Multi-criteria decision model for retrofitting existing buildings”, Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences 4 (4), 2004: 485 - 499 (ISI)

Maria Bostenaru Dan: "Wirtschaftlichkeit und Umsetzbarkeit von Gebäudeverstärkungsmaßnahmen zur Erdbebenerhöhung", Shaker Verlag, Aachen, Germany, 2006, 240 pages

Maria Bostenaru Dan: “Spatiul verde redescoperit - Der wiederentdeckte Grünraum”, Cuvillier Verlag, Göttingen, Germany, 2010, 324 pages
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Octavia Stepan

Present position
Professor assistant, at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
- PhD candidate in urban planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Master Degree in urban planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Graduated as urban planner, IMUAU, Bucharest

Memberships
- 2008-present: Member of RUR (The Union of Romanian Urban Planners)
- 2007-present: Member of ATU (The Association of Urban Transition, Bucharest)

Academic Activity
- 2004-present: Professor assistant at the Department Urban Design and Landscape Architecture of IMUAU - in charge of different lectures and practical trainings
- 2008-present: Coordinator within and on behalf of ATU of European projects concerning the integration of sustainable mobility and urban planning: Active Access - IEE grant (2009-present); Eltis plus - IEE grant (2010-present); Active Travel Network - Urbact II grant (2010-present); Transport learning - IEE grant (2011-present)

Activity
- 2004-present: Participation in different national and international workshops and trainings (Leonardo da Vinci, INSA-Lyon, Central European University-Budapest, Eltis-Paramount)
- 2009: PhD research theme "Mobility and urban image"

Conferences / Publications
2009: "Razoare multimodal node or interchange" - Link project conference on Passenger Intermodality - Bucharest, 4-5 November, co-author
- Article: “The rehabilitation of Alba-Iulia’s fortress”, Urban Observatory - UAR, no.1 April-June, co-author
- "The street as industry or landscape. The street in the modern and post-modern period" - conference “Cultural landscape and development” - Bucharest, May 28-29

2008: "L’image urbaine entre mobilité et espace public" - conference “8eme Séminaire francophone est-ouest de socio-économie des transports” - Bucharest, 13-14 November
- "Bucharest’s Calea Victoriei from fame to oblivion" - conference "Clone Towns? High street in historical perspective" - Wolverhampton, UK, September 10-11


2011: "ION MINCU” UNIVERSITY OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING BUCHAREST, ROMANIA

"Razoare multimodal node or interchange" - Link project conference on Passenger Intermodality - Bucharest, 4-5 November, co-author
- Article: “The rehabilitation of Alba-Iulia’s fortress”, Urban Observatory - UAR, no.1 April-June, co-author
- "The street as industry or landscape. The street in the modern and post-modern period" - conference “Cultural landscape and development” - Bucharest, May 28-29

2008: "L’image urbaine entre mobilité et espace public" - conference “8eme Séminaire francophone est-ouest de socio-économie des transports” - Bucharest, 13-14 November
- "Bucharest’s Calea Victoriei from fame to oblivion" - conference "Clone Towns? High street in historical perspective" - Wolverhampton, UK, September 10-11


2011: "ION MINCU” UNIVERSITY OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING BUCHAREST, ROMANIA

"Razoare multimodal node or interchange" - Link project conference on Passenger Intermodality - Bucharest, 4-5 November, co-author
- Article: “The rehabilitation of Alba-Iulia’s fortress”, Urban Observatory - UAR, no.1 April-June, co-author
- "The street as industry or landscape. The street in the modern and post-modern period" - conference “Cultural landscape and development” - Bucharest, May 28-29

2008: "L’image urbaine entre mobilité et espace public" - conference “8eme Séminaire francophone est-ouest de socio-économie des transports” - Bucharest, 13-14 November
- "Bucharest’s Calea Victoriei from fame to oblivion" - conference "Clone Towns? High street in historical perspective" - Wolverhampton, UK, September 10-11

Present position
PhD student – Assistant, at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Master Degree in Urban Management at IMUAU, Bucharest
Master class in Landscape Research, UNISCAPE, Florence
Graduated as urban planner at IMUAU, Bucharest

Memberships
2004-present Member of RUR

Academic Activity
2007-2010 Assistant Faculty of Urban Planning – IMUAU Bucharest
International workshops on urban planning and landscape planning topics; coordination on behalf of IMUAU of urban development projects

Professional Activity
2007-2010 Associate Urban Planner at National Institute for Research and Development in Urbanism and Spatial Planning- INCD Urbanproiect Bucharest
Urban Planner at National Institute for Research and Development in Urbanism and Spatial Planning- INCD Urbanproiect Bucharest

2004- present Large-scale project and urban planning, with sustained activity in the field of urban design and development, spatial planning, landscape planning, research and education; specialization in urban management and landscape planning.

Contests
2003 1st prize Solutions Contest “Design of pedestrian path Stefan cel Mare” municipality of Roman
Over 10 participation in international competitions and workshops as teacher advisor.

Publications
2011 Extra-urban agricultural landscape under the residential areas development pressure in Landscape-Architecture-Technology-Environment, IMUAU-Bucharest.
Preservation and valuation of coastal landscape, component of marine spatial planning in Cultural landscape and development, IMUAU-Bucharest
Issues of metropolitan agricultural landscape in Urban space- Architectural space- Interior space, IMUAU- Bucharest.
Radu Canciovici

Present position
Teaching assistant, at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Graduated as architect at IAIM, Bucharest

Professional

Memberships
2000-present Member of OAR – Romanian Order of Architects

Academic Activity
Teaching assistant within the Faculty of Urban Planning – IMUAU Bucharest - urban planning and architecture

Professional Activity
1992 - present Civil and industrial design for more than 50 projects as project manager
2005 - present General manager at Cardo Plan design office

Contests
2000 Winning project for the design of “Memorialul durerii” museum - Sighet
1992 Winning project for the design of the Romanian pavilion at Expo Sevilla '92

Projects (selection)
2011 Houses in Snagov, Otopeni, Mariuta, Mogosoaia Apartments in Bucharest
2010 Warehouse and office building in Bucharest
6 houses located in and near Bucharest
Residential building Bucharest
2009 Residential buildings in Bucharest
Interior design for office buildings, banks.
2008 Residential resort “Green Laguna” Houses in Bucharest
2007 Interior design for commercial areas
Apartments in Bucharest
Industrial facility and offices in Sindrilita
2005 Hypermarket in Sibiu
Houses in Bucharest
**Mihaela Marinescu-Duca**

**Present position**
Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

**Education**
- PhD Student - Engineering University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Faculty of Horticulture, Bucharest, Romania
- Post-graduation - Master in Horticultural Engineering at University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Faculty of Horticulture, Bucharest, Romania
- Bachelor Degree in Horticultural Engineering University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Faculty of Horticulture, Bucharest, Romania

**Memberships**
- 2002-present: Member of the 'Asociatia Horticultura XXI' society

**Professional Activity**
- 2002-2003: Assistant professor at University of Architecture and Urban Planning 'Ion Mincu', Bucharest, Urban Planning Faculty, teaching the following disciplines: Botany, agrometeorology and environmental sciences, Technical resources for establishing and maintaining green spaces, Arboriculture and floriculture
- 2002-2003: Teaching assistant at University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Bucharest, Romania, Horticulture Faculty
- 2004-present: Assistant professor at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

**Academic Activity**
- 2004-present: Teaching assistant at University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Bucharest, Romania, Horticulture Faculty

**Professional Activity**
- 2003-2004: Master plan Herastrau Park, Bucuresti
- 2003-2004: Master plan Tinuteiul Park, Bucuresti
- 2004-2005: Master plan Herastrau Park, Bucuresti zone detail phase
- 2004-2005: Master plan Tinuteiul Park, Bucuresti zone detail phase
- 2005-2006: Master plan Cismigiu park, Bucuresti
- 2005-2006: Master plan Carol park, Bucuresti
- 2006: Master plan Carol park, Bucuresti
- 2006: Master plan Piata Universitati, Piata Presei Libere, Piata Marasineau, Bucuresti
- 2006: Master plan Piata Revolutiei, Bucuresti
- 2007: Master plan Stirbei Park, Butea
- 2007: Master plan Vedeas, Alexandria

Author and co-author of more than 50 accomplished landscape projects.
Team coordinator or participant in over 10 national and international urban and landscape design competitions.
**Present position**
Teaching assistant at Urban Design and Landscape Architecture Department at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

**Education**
- Master Degree in Urban Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Graduated as architect at IMUAU, Bucharest

**Memberships**
- 2005-present: Member of RUR - Romanian Register of Urban Planners
- 2000-present: Member of OAR – Romanian Order of Architects

**Academic Activity**
Teaching assistant at Urban Design and Landscape Architecture Department, Faculty of Urban Planning – IMUAU Bucharest; tutor at international workshops on urban planning topics

**Professional Activity**
- 2005-2004: Regional Urban Planning " Recreation Area - Blasova Lake - Braila"
- 2002: Town Urban Planning “Shopping mall - Colentina Avenue - Andronache Avenue, district 2, Bucharest”
- 2001: Co-ordinating Master Plan District 6, Bucharest
- 2000: Master Plan Costinesti Holiday Resort
- 2000: Town Urban Planning “Urban Renewal, Marasesti Avenue - Candiano Popescu Street, district 4, Bucharest”

Independent activities in architectural design and urban planning projects
Co-ordination and collaboration on behalf of IMUAU of large-scale project and urban planning projects
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present position</th>
<th>PhDc – teaching assistant at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest, Romania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Urban Planning, Bucharest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master Degree in Architecture at IMUAU, Bucharest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduated as architect at IMUAU, Bucharest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Facoltà di Architettura, Università degli studi di Genova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memberships</td>
<td>2005-present Member of OAR – Romanian Order of Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011 Member of RUR - Romanian Urban Planners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Activity</td>
<td>PhDc – teaching assistant, Faculty of Urbanism, Urban planning and Landscape Planning Department, IMUAU, Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PhDs, Faculty of Architecture, Department of Architectural Design, Chiar1, IMUAU, Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>course: Sitology, Sustainable Development in Landscape, international workshops on landscape, cultural landscape, territorial development and urban planning topics, domestic and international seminars and intensive program; coordination on behalf of IMUAU of scientific and research projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Large-scale landscape project and urban planning, with sustained activity in the field of architecture, urban design, spatial planning, research and education; specialization in landscape &amp; urban theory and sustainable development. Architect, working with international architectural offices, in private and public finance projects: retail, office and mixed-use development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>2010-present Participation in international and national competition (educational and professional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International ENHSA, EAAE conferences: “Pedagogical Approaches to environmental Issues in IMUAU, Faculty of Urbanism”, Nicosia, Cyprus; Thermal Rehabilitation Solution for a Living Place, Sarmisegetusa, Hateg, Bucharest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2010 “The Landscape - a Made and Inhabited Territory”, Bucharest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International ENHSA, EAAE conferences: “Pedagogical Approaches to environmental Issues in IMUAU, Faculty of Urbanism”, Nicosia, Cyprus; Thermal Rehabilitation Solution for a Living Place, Sarmisegetusa, Hateg, Bucharest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007 “Pedagogical Approaches to environmental Issues in IMUAU, Faculty of Urbanism”, Nicosia, Cyprus; Thermal Rehabilitation Solution for a Living Place, Sarmisegetusa, Hateg, Bucharest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2006 “Pedagogical Approaches to environmental Issues in IMUAU, Faculty of Urbanism”, Nicosia, Cyprus; Thermal Rehabilitation Solution for a Living Place, Sarmisegetusa, Hateg, Bucharest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Present position
Teaching Assistant at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
PhD candidate in Urban Planning
Master Degree in urban planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
Graduated as urban planner at IMUAU, Bucharest
- 2007 Internship in Lyon at “Communauté Urbaine de Lyon”
- 2004 Erasmus scholarship in Paris at L’institut Français d’Urbanisme
- 2007 Internship in Lyon at “Communauté Urbaine de Lyon”

Professional Memberships
2007-present; Member of Romanian Registry of Urban Planners

Academic Activity
Teaching Responsibilities (Faculty of Urban Planning). Teaching responsibilities include activities from Undergraduate to Masters level involving mostly workshops, teaching in the design studio and seminars:
- UG 3rd year studio, UG 4th year studio, UG 5th year, - UG 5th year studio

Professional Activity
2010-present
The Development Strategy of Bucharest 2035
2010-present
Local Development Plan for Braila
2008-2009
Local Development Plan for Slatina
2008-2009
The development of human settlements included in National Parks Concept – Pesteria Village:
2007-2009
The multi-modal junction “Razoare”, Bucharest, Romania – re-conversion of an industrial site

Contests
Several participation in national and international contests

Publications
2011
La mobilité électronique : vers un nouveau rapport urbain-rural de la région de Slatina - in Gazette des communes
2011
Spati urban, spatiu arhitectural, spatiu interior, Ed. Universitară Ion Mincu
2010
The littoral as a post-war urban planning experiment; the Romanian littoral; Masterplan from 1953 a dialogue with prof. Alexandru Sandu, in Urbanismul Serie noua, nr.5-6, pp.62-68
2010
Growth Poles. Development profile of the 7 Romanian growth poles in Urbanismul Serie noua, nr.4, pp.26-44
2009
The Dissolution of the City, in Urbanismul si serie noua, nr.3, pp.38-42
2009
2009, 2, Pesteria village, the paradox of a rural universe, in Urbanismul Serie noua, nr.2, pp.78-82
2008
Olympic Games in Beijing 2008, an event that generates urban dynamics, in Urbanismul Serie noua, nr.1.
2008
Pitesti - An urban arrangement workshop at human scale, in Arhintext Design
Present position
Assistant Professor - Department of Urban Planning and Landscape Design, at Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Master Degree in urban Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
Graduated as architect at IAIM, Bucharest

Professional Memberships
1995-2002 Member of UAR - Romanian Union of Architects
2002-present Member of OAR - Romanian Order of Architects
2004-present Member of RUR - Romanian Register of Urban Planners
2010-present Member of SOR - Romanian Ornithological Society

Academic Activity
1999-present Assistant Professor at the Urban Planning and Landscape Design Department of IMUAU

Professional Activity
1995-present Activity in the field of urban planning, architecture and interior design
Sebastian Nicolae Guta

Present position
PhD Candidate - Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
PhD student/ Doctoral School “Space, Image, Text, Territory”, IMUAU, Bucharest
Master’s Degree in Integrated Urban Development, IMUAU - Bucharest
Master’s Degree in Regional Planning and Territorial Development, IMUAU - Bucharest
Graduated as urbanist at the Faculty of Urban Planning, Bucharest

Memberships
2007-present
Member of Romanian Register of Urban Planners (RUR)

Activity
2008-present
PhD student - Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Professional
2004
Master plan: Fardea village, Timis county
2005
Master plan: Comarnic city, Prahova county
2006
Master plan: Carol park, Bucharest
2007
Master plan: Cepari village, Arges county
Master plan: Godeni village, Arges county
Master plan: Raca village, Arges county
Master plan: Leresti village, Arges county
Master plan: Tigveni village, Arges county
2008
Master plan: Cloișteni village, Arges county
Master plan: Sulci village, Arges county
2009
Master plan: Mioveni city, Arges county
Master plan: Ungheni village, Arges county
2010
Master plan: Sapata village, Arges county
Master plan: Albota city, Arges county

Contests
2003
- Student Competition Landscape design for pedestrian walk “Stefan cel Mare” in the Roman city, organized by the Roman City Hall and by IMUAU Bucharest, Second prize for a project
2007-2010
- Participation as teacher adviser for students, at three international (REA) and two national contests.

Publications
2011
Published articles in urban magazines and also in local and foreign newspapers.

2008
- The paper: “AGERO Stuttgart Magazine” in the online edition - “To regain the power to sanctify the place”, Germany
- The “Arhitext Magazine”: “Present graduates, tomorrow specialists”, Romania. ISSN 1224-886X
Cristina Constantinescu

Present position
DPND – Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
2008
Doctorant candidate in Architecture and urban Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
2007
Master candidate in territorial and urban planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
2005
Graduated as urban planner at IMUAU, Bucharest
2010
Graduated as architect at IMUAU, Bucharest

Professional Memberships
2005-present; 2011 Member of RUR
2008-present Member of OAR – Romanian Order of Architects
2006-present Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Activity
International workshops on urban planning topics; coordination on behalf of IMUAU of scientific and research projects

Professional Activity
2006-present Large-scale project and urban planning, with sustained activity in the field of architecture, urban design, spatial planning, research and education; specialization in urban theory & urban design;

Contests
Over 5 participation in the national and international awarded competitions as team worker and over 10 participation in the national and international awarded competitions as teacher advisor.

Publications
2011 Workshop “Re-build used spaces” - Fanfulla area, Lod, Italy;
2009 “Re-generation of urban and architectural space” – Bucharest, Romania;
2010 “Re-generation of urban and architectural space” – Bucharest, Romania;
2011 International conferences: “GEO 2011” - Bucharest, Romania;
2012 International conferences: “IFOU 2012” – Barcelona, Spain
2005 “Urban development of the central area of Calarasi” –Calarasi, Romania (article Arhitectura - diploma project description)
2009 “Collective identity - the role of heritage values in the reactivation of contemporary public space” (article - RIV SDSIT2009)
2010 “Reactivation of urban public environment” (article - RIV SDSIT2010)
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Matei Bogoescu

Present position
PHD student - Faculty of Urban Planning Bucharest; Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest
Master of Science in Urban Planning at “Technische Universität Delft”, Delft, Netherlands

Education
Master of Arts in Architecture at “Accademia di Architettura Mendrisio”, Mendrisio, Switzerland

Professional
Memberships
2008-present Member of OAR - Architects’ Chamber of Romania
2006-present Member of SIA - Swiss society of Engineers and Architects

Academic Activity
Teaching Assistant at IMUAU – Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest
Teaching Assistant at IMUAU – Faculty of Architecture
Co-organizer of two international architecture workshops “Living High” International Masterclass “Berlage Institute” Rotterdam, Netherlands

Professional Activity
2007-present Co-author and Author of 6 Masterplans for different areas of Bucharest
areas: from 80,000 sqm to 250,000 sqm
land use: Residential, Mixed-Use and Commercial

2006-present Author of 4 Architecture Projects of which 3 built:
S Single Family House, Snagov, Romania (450 sqm)
M Apartment Building for 4 families, Nordului, Bucharest (1800 sqm)
R Residential Complex Delea Veche, Bucharest (18,000 sqm)
XL Commercial Centre with Park, Vala Luminosa, Bucharest (70,000 sqm)

Contests
International Competition First Prize
2006 University Square - redesign of the public space, Bucharest, Romania
International Competition Third Prize
2011

Publications
2010 Master Thesis “Bucharest 2025 A new paradigm”
3 conjectures and a vision for the future of the Romanian Capital City
Delft, Netherlands
Sebastian Botic

**Present position**

- PhD Fellow – Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

**Education**

- Graduated as Urban Planner at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Graduated as Political Scientists at SNSPA, Bucharest

**Memberships**

- 2009-present: Member entitled to signature in Romanian Register of Urban Planners, RUR.
- 2011-present: President of the „Advocacy Planning Association“.

**Academic Activity**

- PhD Fellow – Teaching Assistant, Faculty of Urbanism, IMUAU, Bucharest
- PhD visiting student at Centre for Urban and Regional Studies, YTK, Helsinki, Finland.
- Lecture at IMUAU private seminar “Architectural and Planning Theory Reader”.

**Professional Activity**

- Author and Co-Author of more than 60 small and medium complexity urban projects and 12 accomplished works (build structures) in architecture.

**Essays, Articles**


**Books Co-Author**
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Andreea Bunea

Present position
Teaching Assistant - Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
PhD student at IMUAU Bucharest
Master Degree in urban Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
Graduated as Urban Planner-Landscape Architect, at IMUAU, Bucharest

Memberships
Member of RUR (Union of Romanian Urban Planners)

Professional Activity
2007-present
Small and city-scale urban planning, opportunity studies for zonal and detailed urban plans, small size architecture and landscape design:

2009-present
Collaboration on county scale urban and landscape design strategy developed by IMUAU Design Center

Contests
2007
Winner of 3rd place within the contest „Parcurile Viitorului” („Parks of the Future”), organized by PETROM in 2007 - rehabilitation of the central park in Moinesti

Publications
2011
Participation with the article "Zoological Garden-Integrated Landscape Design" within the collection of articles entitled: "Urban space-Architectural space-Interior space, published by the "Ion Mincu" University Press

2010
Collaboration on a collection of legislative documents, published by the "Ion Mincu" University Press
Urban Design and Landscape Department

Alexandru Calcatinge

Present position
PHD Candidate - Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Doctoral Student - SD-SITT, Bucharest
Visiting Doctoral Student - University of Vienna, Austria
Master's Degree in Regional Planning and Territorial Development, IMUAU - Bucharest
Architect Diploma - Graduate of Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism

Professional Memberships
2011-present Delegate of Ecovast (AT) to CIVILSCAPE
2010-present Member of ECOCIVAST Austria
2010-present Member of International Seminar on Urban Form - ISUF (UK)
2007-present Member of Romanian Architects Society
2006-present Founding Member of TAM-TAM cultural association

Academic Memberships
2008-present PhD student - Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Activity
2011-present Author and co-author of more than 30 architectural and small scale urban projects. Participant at more than 15 art and photo exhibitions. Presented research papers to several international conferences and published many articles and photographs in architectural journals and daily newspapers around the country.

Publications
2010 The paper: “Visions of the real in Contemporary city” in International Journal for Arts and Sciences (USA), No. 8, Vol. 3. ISSN1944-8934
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present position</th>
<th>PhD student – Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Education        | Master Degree in Landscape Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest  
Graduated as landscape architect at IMUAU, Bucharest |
| Academic Activity | PhD student – Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest |
| Professional Activity | 2011 – Background study of landscape concerning Landscape design of the Braila  
2011 – Documentation for studying the governing of Romanian maritime front to Black Sea - P.U.Z. Midia Cape - Vama Veche coastal zone  
2011 – P.U.Z. - Street Pridvorului – Street Gura Ocontei, District 4, Bucharest  
2011 – Studying landscape – Wind park, Frecaţei-Tulcea  
2011 – Master plan of Albota city - Arges town  
2009-2010 – Landscape Architect at ECO HORTICULTURA S.I. GARDEN CENTER GRUP  
2009 – Master plan of Ograda, Ialomita |
| Contests | Team member in 8 national and international competitions |
| Workshops | 2009 – “The Green City” - The Sesia Valley Case - urban and landscape planning - Politecnico di Milano, Italy, Sacro Monte di Varallo coordinating - Mario Fosso  
2008 – “The Green City” strategies for future transformations of the urbanized landscape - urban and landscape design - Politecnico di Milano, Italy, Lodi, Church San Cristofor coordinating - Mario Fosso |
Ana Opris

Present position
PhD student – Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest (IMUAU)

Education
2011 Phd - IMUAU
2010 MA - Landscape and Territory - IMUAU
2008 BA in Urbanism - IMUAU

Academic Activity
2010-2011 PhD student – Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Professional Activity
2010-2011 Preparing General Planning (permission and restrictions): Braila county, Galati county, town of Cisnadie.
2010 Preparing Urban Zone Planning (Bucharest)
2009 Co-author: „Arta in spatialul peisagistic – element de ceezizie al vieti/comunitare” EUIM coordinating - Cerasea Craciun
2008 Landscape design projects - private gardens and common areas within residential properties
2006 Illustrator for the “Student education and protection against earthquakes” brochure INCERC

Contests
2011 ArtUrbain - “L’importance du vide dans l’art urbain” (as teacher advisor)
2008 REA Paris “Morceaux de miroir” (urban insertion - Lyon)
2008 Elfitix Bucharest: “ArhitechSIGN” (urban signage)

Workshops
2010 “Summer School on the Po River Delta: Creating scenarios for fragile territories” - urban and landscape planning - Universita IUAV di Venezia, Italy, Boccasette coordinating - Maria Chiara Tosi
2009 “The Green City” - The Sesia Valley Case - urban and landscape planning - Politecnico di Milano, Italy, Sacro Monte di Varallo coordinating - Mario Fosso
2008 “The Green City” strategies for future transformations of the urbanized landscape - urban and landscape design - Politecnico di Milano, Italy, Lodi, Church San Cristofor coordinating - Mario Fosso
Present position  
PhD student – Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education  
Master Degree in Landscape Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
Graduated as landscape architect at IMUAU, Bucharest

Professional Memberships  
Member of RUR

Activity  
PhD student – Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Academic Activity  
2010-2011  
PhD student – Teaching Assistant, Department of Urban and Landscape Design at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Professional Activity  
2011  
Academic

Contests  
2010  
national competition - landscape design - Livada Postei Park, Brasov

2011  
international competition - landscape design - Taichung Gateway Park

2010  
national competition - urban design - Design Campina City Center

2010  
international competition - urban design - REA - Quels campus pour l’avenir, Paris,

Workshops  
2010  
“Summer School on the Po River Delta: Creating scenarios for fragile territories” - urban and landscape planning - Universita IUAV di Venetia, Italy, Boccasette coordinating - Maria Chiara Tosi

2009  
“The Green City” - The Sesia Valley Case - urban and landscape planning - Politecnico di Milano, Italy, Sacro Monte di Varallo coordinating - Mario Fosso

2008  
“The Green City” strategies for future transformations of the urbanized landscape - urban and landscape design - Politecnico di Milano, Italy, Lodi, Church San Cristofor coordinating - Mario Fosso
## Present position

PhD – Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

## Education

- Master Degree in Landscape Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Graduated as urban and landscape planner at IMUAU, Bucharest

## Academic Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>PhD – Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Urban Planning, Urban and Landscape Planning Department – IMUAU Bucharest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 - present</td>
<td>International workshops on urban and landscape planning topics:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>“Strategies for Fragile Landscape” – Delta del Po, Italy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>“The Green Cities-Strategies for Future Transformations of the Urbanized Landscape” - Sacro Monte di Varallo, and Lodi, Italy;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Professional Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>“Substantiation Study on the Braila County Landscape” Renaturation for the adverse microclimatic effects and the enhancement of the economic and tourism potential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-2011</td>
<td>Participation as teacher adviser for students, at one international and two national contests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>The international symposium “Landscape - Architecture - Technology - Ambient”, publication of the article “Paradoxes of the Urban Landscape in the Context of Current Technology”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Presentation at the Central Military Center, “The Old City of Botosani – from the anthropological perspective”, and online article publication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Participation in the Scientific Communications Session, at the Polytechnic University of Bucharest, with the presentation “General Considerations Regarding the Dead-Alive Relationship - engineering implications” – 2nd prize.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Editor, publisher and graphic designer of the magazine – “Urban Observatory”, Union of Architects of Romania.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Publications

- The national symposium “Landscape - Architecture - Technology - Ambient”, publication of the article “Paradoxes of the Urban Landscape in the Context of Current Technology”.
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PhD - Professor Architect at University of Architecture and Urban Planning "Ion Mincu", Bucharest

Education
Doctor's Degree in architecture at the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture, Bucharest-1974-1979
Graduated as architect at the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture, Bucharest-1955-1961

Professional

Memberships
1997-1999 Member of the Technical Commission for the "BUCURESTI 2000" Contest
2000-present Member of the Technical Commission for the Urban Planning for the Bucharest General Comission
2001-present Member of the Technical Superior Comission MLPTLMCT

Academic

Activity
1998 - 1997 Professor of Technical Construction University, Bucharest
1996 - present Professor at the Urban Planning Department of the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture Bucharest
1993 Lecturer at the Urban Planning Department of the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture Bucharest
1990 - 1978 Project Coordinator at the Urban Planning Department of the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture Bucharest

Research
1998 Participation at the Communication Session of Urban Planning-Bucharest
1997 Urban Planning in major risk conditions - Iasi

Publications
Articles on architecture in architectural reviews and gazettes, specialized works, studies, national and international seminar synthesis, books,
Evolution of the Cities Urban Elements
1996 Romanian Spatial Development Review 1 -Arhitext Design
1980, 1989 Design
2003 Romanian Spatial Development Review 2 -Arhitext Design
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Research
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Research
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Research
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Education
Doctor's Degree in architecture at the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture, Bucharest-1974-1979
Graduated as architect at the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture, Bucharest-1955-1961

Professional

Memberships
1997-1999 Member of the Technical Commission for the "BUCURESTI 2000" Contest
2000-present Member of the Technical Commission for the Urban Planning for the Bucharest General Comission
2001-present Member of the Technical Superior Comission MLPTLMCT

Academic

Activity
1998 - 1997 Professor of Technical Construction University, Bucharest
1996 - present Professor at the Urban Planning Department of the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture Bucharest
1993 Lecturer at the Urban Planning Department of the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture Bucharest
1990 - 1978 Project Coordinator at the Urban Planning Department of the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture Bucharest

Research
1998 Participation at the Communication Session of Urban Planning-Bucharest
1997 Urban Planning in major risk conditions - Iasi
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Florin Machedon

Present Position

PhD - Associate Professor Architect, Head of Urban and Landscape Design Department at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education

Doctor's Degree in urban planning at the "Ion Mincu" Institute of Architecture, Bucharest
Graduate of the IAIM, Bucharest
Graduate of the „Traian Vuia” Polytechnic Institute of Timisoara

Professional memberships

2005 - present Member of the Society of Romanian Town Planners
2002 - present Member of the Society of Romanian Architects
1993 - present Member of the Professional Association of Town Planners of Romania
1984 - present Member of the Union of Romanian Architects

Academic Activity

2006 Associate Professor at the University of Architecture and Urbism "Ion Mincu", Bucharest
1998, 2001 Academia di Architettura - Mendrisio, Switzerland
1993, 1995, 1997 INSA Lyon
1993, 1995, 1997 Ecole d’Architecture de Languedoc-Roussillon, Montpellier, France

Professional Activity

2011 Master plan of Cisnadie
2010 Master plan of Beriu township
2009 Master plan of Galati
2009 Master plan of Ramnicu-Valcea
2005, 2010 Master plan of Piatra Neamt
2005-2008; 2010 Master plan of Central Zone of Ploiesti
2005 Master plan of zone BUCHAREST 2000
2003 Master plan of BUCHAREST
1999 Master plan of Dambovita river
1998 Master plan of North zone of Bucharest
1998 Master plan of Baneasa International Airport - Bucharest AIBB
1996, 2010 Master plan of “Henri Coanda” International Airport - Bucharest - AIBB-HC
1995 Master plan of IASI
1994 Master plan of Slobozia
1992 Master plan of Faur - Malaxa Industrial Platform
1991 Master plan of Sebes
1989 Master plan of Sibiu’s historical area
1988 Master plan of central area Salu Mare
1979-1982 Assistant of scenography at the Cinematographic Center “Bucuresti”, Buftea - design projects for 5 films
Monica Radulescu

Present position
Associate Professor - the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Management Master Programme Univ. D’Artois France 2011
Ph.D in Architecture University of Architecture and Urban Planning and Design of Bucharest, 2005;
Urban Redevelopment - Cambridge University Great Britain 1996;
Internship USA - Urban Development 1994;

Memberships
President of the Professional Commission of the Romanian Urban Planning Register, member of the Romanian Architects Order, Expert of the National Council of Research and Innovation CNCSIS 2007-2010 and in ESPON Programme 2013 - European Spatial Planning Observatory Network, 2011

Professional Activity
Elaboration and coordination for more than 100 urban and territorial plans of urban and regional development plans and studies, development strategies. Elaboration of urban planning and territorial development rules and regulations, national/ regional strategic spatial planning documents.

Publications
The Center meaning and expression in architecture 2007 ISBN 978-973-7999-74-0 author, Methodology for territorial plans spatial reconfiguration with a view to Romania integration in the EU member of the team, 2006 ISBN 973-7999-54-1, Methodology for territorial plans spatial reconfiguration with a view to Romania integration in the EU. Member of the team 2005 ISBN 973-7999-43-9, Te
Gabriel Pascariu

Present position
PHD – Senior Lecturer, Scientific Secretary at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Doctor’s Degree in Geography at University of Bucharest
Alumni of the Salzburg Seminar, 1992, Austria

Professional
Graduated as architect at IAIM, 1982, Bucharest

Memberships
2005-present; 2011 Member of RUR and of the Superior Council of RUR and president of the Examination Commission
2011 Member of ISOCARP
1991-present; 1996 Member of the Association or Romanian Urban Planners (APUR) and member of the Executive Board
1992-present Member of SCUPAD (Salzburg Congress for Urban Planning and Development)
2004-present Member of ARSR – Romanian Association for Regional Sciences
1984-present Member of the Romanian Union of Architects (UAR)

Academic
Lecturer at IMUAU – Faculty of Urban Planning, Department of Urban and Territorial Planning
Coordinator of the master programme for Territorial Planning and Regional Development
Visiting professor at the University of Bucharest, Univ. of Civil Engineering, Academy of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Univ. A.I. Cuza – Center for European Studies, Iasi, University of Craiova

Professional
Co-ordinator of the Urban Observatory of the UAR
General Manager of the National Research Institute for Urban and Territorial Planning - URBANPROIECT
Member of various editorial boards, “Arhitext” review, “Urbanismul - new series” review, “JURA” review
Author and joint author of more than 75 studies, reference materials and researches, methodologies and development plans in the field of urban and territorial planning; consultant for European projects related to regional policies and local economic development
Author and joint author of studies and statutory urban and territorial plans and of architectural projects

Publications
Author and co-author of over 85 articles on urban planning and regional development and over 10 brochures, scientific reports or books on regional development and territorial studies
Participated to more than 35 national and international seminars, conferences, workshops and study tours on urban environment, urban and regional development and sustainable development
Mihaela Negulescu

Present position
PHD Lecture - the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
D.E.S.S. European Post-graduate Master in regional development and urban planning at INEEA - European Institute of Architecture and Urban Planning, Rouen, France, 1994

Professional
V-th year of academic studies certificate at La Villette Faculty of Architecture, Paris, France, 1990-1991 - Grant awarded by French Government

Memberships
Member of Society of Romanian Town Planners
Member of the Union of Romanian Architects

Academic
Assistant / lecturer at IMUAU
- Coordinator of “Mobility” Bologna Master Degree in IMUAM Urban Planning Faculty
- Design guidance activities (in licence & master degrees)
- Courses (licence & master & postgraduate level):
  - “Mobility and Urban Planning”;
  - “Infrastructures and Landscapes”;
  - “Mobility & equipments in urban studies”
  - “Mobility introductive elements”

Activity
2001-present
- Co-author of 6 national research studies from which the most important:
  - TERITRANS Interdisciplinary proposals in transport system planning and in urban planning for sustainable development “Excellence research” Program, Romanian Ministry of Education and Research, 2005-2007 co-author
  - MODUR Promoting sustainable Mobility in Bucharest, Excellence research” Program, Romanian Ministry of Education and Research, 2005-2008 co-author and IMUAM coordinator for 2, 3, 4 stages of the research
- Author and co-author of 9 books from which the most important:
  - Mobility and Urban Form Theoretical aspects, book about to be published to Editura Universitara “Ion Mincu” in 2011 (author)
  - “Urban planning experiments of mobility sustainable reshaping, in practice” book about to be published to Editura Universitara “Ion Mincu” in 2011 (author)
  - “Innovation in mobility approaching and its impact on urban planning”, in “Spatial planning recent issues”, Ed. Universitara “Ion Mincu”, Bucharest, 2008 (co-author)
- Author and co-author of about 16 strategical studies and projects (architecture and urban planning)
Claudiu Runceanu

Present position
PhD – Junior Lecturer, Faculty of Urban Planning at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Doctor’s Degree in Urban Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
Master Degree Integrated Urban Development at IMUAU, Bucharest
Graduated as architect at IMUAU, Bucharest

Memberships
2007-present; 2011 Member of RUR (The Romanian Register of Urbanists)
2001-present Member of OAR – Romanian Order of Architects

Activity
Junior Lecturer at IMUAU – Faculty of Urban Planning, International workshops on urban planning topics, domestic and international juries; member of the research team on behalf of IMUAU of scientific and research projects

Publications
2010 International colloquiums: "DEGRA-CO project"– Lyon, France
2009 "Vectors of Degradation in Privatized Large Housing Estates " – URBAN-NET international colloquium, Stockholm, Sweden
Florin Muresanu

Present position
PhD lecturer - the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Undergoing POSDRU 89/1.5/S/60189 post-doctoral program at the “Babes-Bolyai” University, Cluj-Napoca;
Doctor's degree in urban planning at the “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest;
Master's degree in integrated urban development at the “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest;
Bachelor's degree in architecture at the Technical University of Cluj Napoca

Professional
Memberships
2000-2005
Member of the Romanian Architects Society

Academic
Activity
2005 - present
Academic activity within “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Professional
Activity
2000 - 2005
Public and private architectural projects
Liviu Ianasi

Present position
Lecturer, Department of Urban and Territorial Planning, at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Planning, Bucharest

Education
PhD stage at the Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Planning, Bucharest
Graduate - architecture and planning, IMUAU Education Programs - Harvard University, Cambridge; IHS Rotterdam

Professional
Activity
- National Commission of Historic Monuments - Urban Planning Section - member
- Professional Association of Romanian Urban Planners - secretary
- American Planners Association - member

Activity
- studio guidance in Urban Planning;
- research guidance - Master Program on Competitive Cities;
- theory paper guidance - Faculty of Architecture - coordinator - Master program on Competitive Cities;
- Course coordinator - Urban Management Summer Program, Central European University, Budapest (2001-2009);
- Guest Lecturer - Urban Planning Master, Art Academy, Tilburg (2008 and 2009)

Activity
- Coordinator - Bucharest Strategic Concept
- Consultancy in Romania in EU, USAID, Phare programs
- George Soros Public Administration Board
- Urban Management and Marketing Studies
- International Consultancy on Planning, Public Administration in: Hungary, Poland, Montenegro, Croatia, Moldova, Georgia
- Urban Planning Director, Ministry of Public Works

Memberships
National Commission of Historic Monuments - Urban Planning Section - member
Professional Association of Romanian Urban Planners - secretary
American Planners Association - member
**Present position**: Assistant Professor, Faculty of Urban Planning at “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

**Education**
- PhD candidate in Urbanism at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Postgraduate diploma in Urbanism at IMUAM Bucharest
- Graduated as engineer Politehnica University of Bucharest

**Professional Membership**
- 2007 - 2008: Membership in Project Management Institute

**Academic Activity**
- 2002 - present: Assistant Professor, Faculty of Urban Planning – IMUAU, Bucharest
- 2001 - present: Assistant Professor, Faculty of Urban Planning – IMUAU, Bucharest

**Professional Activity**
- 2010 - present: GIS coordination - Master Plan of Galad, IMUAU
- 2001 - 2003: Contribution to AMTRANS Programme, IMUAU
- 2001 - present: Designing and tuition of the CADD, AEC and GIS, curricula in Urban Planning Faculty, according to the main curricula of the Urban Planning Faculty - software application employed: AutoCAD, Revit, 3ds Max Design, AutoCAD Civil 3D, AutoCAD Map 3D, ArcGIS Desktop; implementation and the management of Information System Laboratory of Urban Planning Faculty, part of the “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning; Assuring an appropriate level of software/hardware platforms & applications (Autodesk Education Master Suite software applications, ESRI ArcGIS etc.);

**Publications**
- 2004 - 2010: regular contributor to Arhitext Design (subjects such as architecture, urban planning, geomatics, facility management, green buildings and environment, transportation etc.)
Mihai Motcanu-Dumitrescu

Present position
Teaching assistant - the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Doctoral Studies / Doctoral School "Space, Image, Text, Territory", IMUAU, Bucharest
Master degree - Master Studies - Integrated Urban Development Master, IMUAU, Bucharest
Bachelor's Degree - IMUAU, Bucharest
Urban Studies, Central European University
Open Society Institute, Budapest

Professional

Memberships
2007-present Member of RUR - Romanian Register of Urban Planners

Academic Activity
In the position of teaching assistant, I perform duties that are instructional in nature or deliver direct services to students. Serve in a position for which a teacher or another professional has ultimate responsibility for the design and implementation of educational programs and services. Also, I participate in international workshops on urban planning topics and scientific and research projects.

Professional Activity
2005 - 2007 Design, drafting parts of the design and development phase, multi-part analysis and synthesis
2007-present As urban planner my tasks are to design and coordinate large-scale project of urban planning and territorial development (Zonal Urban Plan, General Urban Plan, County Plan, Peri-urban development plans)

Contests
Participation in national and international competitions for urban design and planning
Kaptol - Historical Urban Area of the City of Zagreb Croatia
Carlsberg district - transformation through connection, Copenhagen, Denmark
Hobart Waterfront International Design Competition, Hobart, Australia
XVI Pan-American Biennale of Architecture, Quito, Ecuador
TREAPTarea development area, Horezu, Romania - 1st place

Publications
2011 Re-creation of a dysfunctional urban structure
IMUAU symposiums in the international trade fairs RomHotel and BIFE 2011
2005 Urban design of sustainable development. Drawing interaction between people and places to create quality urban space
Urbanism. Architecture. Construction
National Institute of Research and Development in Construction, Planning and Sustainable Territorial Development "URBAN-INCERC"

Articles
Drawing interaction between people and places to create quality urban space
"ION MINCU" UNIVERSITY OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING BUCHAREST, ROMANIA
Adrian Nicolae Cioangher

Present position
Assistant - Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
PhD student at IMUAU, Bucharest
Master Degree in urban Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
Graduated as urban planner at IMUAU, Bucharest

Professional Memberships
2007-present; 2011 Member of the Union of Romanian Urban Planners

Academic Activity
2007 Assistant of Faculty of Urban Planning, IMUAU, Bucharest

Professional Activity
2010 Substantiation Study - Capitalization of the Touristic Potential and Road Planning (study coordinator) - Master Plan for Botosani County

Contests
2003 Student Competition Landscape design for pedestrian walk “Stefan cel Mare” in the Roman city, organized by the Roman City Hall and by IMUAU Bucharest, Second prize for a project

2004 Student Competition “Casa Piaristilor” in the Medias city, organized by the Medias City Hall, Third prize for a project
Liviu Veluda

Present position
Assistant - at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu”, University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
- PhD student at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Master Degree in Urban Planning at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Graduated as urban planner (Bene Merenti medal, as head of promotion) at IMUAU, Bucharest

Professional Memberships
- 2003-present: Member of The Union Plastics Fund (UFP), the artist Union (UAP) in Romania
- 2004-present: Member of the Union of Romanian Urban Planners

Academic Activity
- 2007-present: Assistant of Faculty of Urban Planning – IMUAU Bucharest

Professional Activity
- 2011-present: Master Plan for Timis County
- 2010: Urban Planning Study regarding the elaboration of the Master Plan for Spatial Development of the Street Network in the 1-st district area-Bucharest
- 2009: Zonal Urban Plan- Bucuresti – Targoviste Road, no. 10, 1-st district area-Bucharest
- 2008: Zonal Urban Plan- Timisoara Avenue 6A, Bucharest
- 2007: Zonal Urban Plan – Architectural reservation area „Cetate”
- 2007: Zonal Urban Plan – Olăd Brasov, historic area
- 2006: Model for complex fitting of tourist road corridors in accordance with the requirements of European integration-Phase I: European guidelines and elements contained in the EU’s spatial development strategies
- 2006: Zonal Territorial Plan Targu-Mures City
- 2005: Zonal Territorial Plan Sibiu City

Contests
- 1994: Press cartoon contest, newspaper “Ziua” of Bucharest
- 2002: Competition for architecture students - “Churches from Romania” IMUAU Bucharest, Prize from sponsor (company “DELTA”)
- 2003: Student Competition Landscape design for pedestrian walk “Stefan cel Mare” in the Roman city, organized by the Roman City Hall and by IMUAU Bucharest, First Prize for a project

Publications
- 2011: Participation with the article “Markets and commercial streets in the old-time Bucharest” within the collection of articles entitled: “Urban space-Architectural space-Interior space”, published by the “Ion Mincu” University Press
Madalina Motcanu-Dumitrescu

Present position
Teaching assistant - "Ion Mincu" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Doctoral Studies / Doctoral School "Space, Image, Text, Territory", IMUAU, Bucharest
Master degree - Master Studies - Territorial Planning and Regional Development, IMUAU, Bucharest
Bachelor's Degree - IMUAU, Bucharest

Professional Memberships
2009-present Member of RUR - Romanian Register of Urban Planners

Academic Activity
Teaching assistant of the IMUAU Faculty of Urban Planning

Professional Activity
2007 - 2009 Design, drafting parts of the design and development phase, multi-part analysis and synthesis
2010 Master plan of the County of Botosani and Gorj
2008 Master plan of Maxineri Monastery, Braila County
2006 Master plan of Henri Coanda International Airport - AIBO-HC, Bucharest
2005 The study of the touristic development in Horezu area, Valcea County

Contests
Participation in national and international competitions for urban design and planning
Carlsberg district – transformation through connection, Copenhagen, Denmark
XVI Pan-American Biennale of Architecture, Quito-Ecuador BAQ.2008, Quito, Ecuador
TREAPT area development, Horezu, Romania - 1st place
Izabella Morth

Present position
PHD student – Student assistant/Researcher, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Bachelor Urban Planning - Urbanism Faculty, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Professional

Memberships
2009-present Member of RUR - Romanian Urbanism Registry - professional certification urban designer/planner
2009-present Member of OAR – Romanian Architects Organization - professional certification - architect

Education and research at “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Planning and design at SC ATTICO BARTER CLUB SRL

Contests
2009 Team member UPTO 35 STUDENT HOUSING COMPETITION_Greece, 2009;
2006 1st place in a contest promoted by the FPDL NGO (PARTNERSHIP FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION) on the development of declining areas-Horezu “TREAPT” Development Area_April 2006

(4 members team, subjects: Urban Development, Planning and Design).
Paul Muresan-Iuga

Present position
PhD student – Assistant Professor, Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Master’s student in Geography at University of Bucharest
Graduated as urban planner at IAIM, Bucharest

Academic

Activity
Assistant at IMUAU – Faculty of Urban Planning
International workshops on urban planning topics, worked on behalf of IMUAU of scientific and research projects
Johns Hopkins University- Institute for Policy Studies - International Urban Fellows Association - Athens 2010 and Sofia 2011;
Universita IUAV di Venezia, IUAV - LLP-Erasmus IP a.y. 11/12 “Creating Scenarios in Fragile Territories”

Education and Training

2009-present
University of Architecture and Urban Planning “Ion Mincu” Bucharest – SD- SITT
PhD studies

2010-present
University of Bucharest - Faculty of Geography
Master - Territorial planning and urban and rural management

2008-2009
University of Bucharest - Faculty of Geography
Master - Shaping Urban and Rural Systems of Localities

2000-2007
University of Architecture and Urbanism “Ion Mincu” Bucharest – Faculty of Urban Planning
Specialisation in urban planning, landscape architecture, territorial planning and regional development

Contests

2006
IMUAU in partnership with F.P.D.L.
Urban Development - Trestepz area - Horezu, Valcea county;

Professional

Activity

2009-present
Land Development Plan for Botoșani County

2010-present
Land Development Plan for Gorj County

2010-present
Land Development Plan for Galati County

2008-2009
Metropolitan Development Plan Brasov

2010-2011
Periurban Development Plan Braiila

2009-2011
Masterplan Brasov

2010-present
Masterplan Galati

2009-present
Masterplan Raucesti
**Eugen Marinescu**

**Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present position</th>
<th>Assistant - Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Education        | PHD student at IMUAU, Bucharest
Graduated as urban planner at IMUAU, Bucharest |

| Memberships      | 2000-present Member of OAR – Romanian Order of Architects |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Activity</th>
<th>2008-present Assistant, Faculty of Urbanism, IMUAU, Bucharest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Professional Activity | 2010 Substantiation Study - Habitation in Botosani County (study coordinator) - Master Plan for Botosani County
Co-author - Master Plan for Botosani County
Co-author - Master Plan for Gorj County |
| 2006 Co-author - Feasibility Study for Improving the Image and Signage of Lafarge Plants |
| 2004-2010 Architect for Retail Buildings, Shops, Coffee Shops and Offices - Author of More Than 100 Projects |

| Contests | Student Workshop in Targu Mures City, organized by the Targu Mures City Hall, Third prize for a project |
Radu Sandovici

**Present position**
Assistant - Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

**Education**
- PhD student at IMUAU, Bucharest
- Graduated as urban planner at IMUAU, Bucharest

**Academic Activity**
- 2008-present: Assistant, Faculty of Urbanism, IMUAU, Bucharest
- 2009: PhD student at IMUAU, Bucharest

**Professional Activity**
- 2010: Co-author - Master Plan for Botosani County
- Co-author - Master Plan for Gorj County
- Co-author - Urban and Landscape Development Project of the city Braila
- 2009: Team member for the Brasov Municipal Development Masterplan
- 2002-2010: Architect for Retail Buildings, Shops, Coffee Shops and Offices - various projects during work at own company Architecton SRL.
Present position
Ph.D – Candidate at the Faculty of Urban Planning, “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Ph.D research on Regional Innovation Systems (RIS). Title of dissertation: Regional Innovation Systems within Urban-Rural Relations in Romania. Visiting doctoral student at the Centre for Urban and Regional Studies (YTK), Aalto University, Helsinki (Prof. Dr. rer. pol. Dipl.-Ing. Peter Ache). M.Sc. in Spatial Planning and Regional Development at IMUAU. Degree in Architecture at the Faculty of Architecture and Urban Planning (FAU), Technical University of Cluj (UTCN).

Academic Activity
2010-2011
Housing studio IMUAU (Prof. Constantin Enache)
Urban Master Plan studio at IMUAU (Prof. Constantin Enache)

2009-2010
Spatial Planning studio at IMUAU (Lect. Gabriel Pascaru)

2008-2009
First, third and fifth-year design studio at IMUAU (Prof. Constantin Enache and Lect. Liviu Ianaei)

Publications


Andreea Udrea

Present position
Assistant Professor - Faculty of Urban Planning, "Ion Minuc" University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest

Education
Master Degree in Urban Management at IMUAU, Bucharest
Graduated as urbanist diploma at IMUAU, Bucharest

Academic
Activity
2009-present
PHD student at IMUAU, Doctoral School "Space, Image, Text, Territory"
- the scholarship through the program: "EDUCAS I2 - Excelenta Doctorala Umanista in Cercetare: Aplicatii si Teorii Interdisciplinare Z" 
2010-2011
- visiting doctoral student at Politecnico e Università di Torino – Dipartimento Interateneo Territorio under the guidance of prof. Giuseppe Cina'
- title of the thesis Interwar Bucharest: The Urban General Plan in 1935
- domain: urban history

Publications
2011

Professional
Activity
2004 - 2011
Architect, head of Spatial Planning Department, Temporary Managing Director of the Urban and Metropolitan Planning Center of Bucharest Municipality
From 1952 to 1997 it functioned under the name ‘Ion Mincu’ Institute of Architecture (IAM). The recent change of the name into IMUAU, corresponds to the new direction clearly taken by the school.

IMUAU is located in the very core of the city of Bucharest, along one of the main north-south boulevards, and is situated across from the University of Bucharest, the oldest academic structure in Romania, and in front of the National Theatre. The IMUAU building occupies a whole urban block of 8000 sq. m. Between IMUAU and the boulevard lies the University Place, a popular venue in the modern city life, recently has become a token of the post-communist civil society, since it still bears the marks of the 1989 Revolution and of the anti-communist movements inscribed on IMUAU’s very walls.

The three wings of the present building illustrate distinct moments of the modern history of Romanian architecture, but also of the evolution of the School: where the building itself is concerned, from the endeavors to define a national style (the old 1914-1927 wing designed by Grigore Cerchez, one of the school’s first professors) to Modernism; as for the School, from the enthusiastic orientation towards the affirmation of a new Romanian culture to its fading into a nationalist conservatism, from the similarly enthusiastic embracing of the modernist credo to its failure in front of a reality richer in lights and shades.

As much as we could criticize the architecture of the building, it entered the memory of the people of Bucharest, and the urban spaces delimiting it are very popular and often house cultural happenings, book fairs, street exhibitions and concerts, etc.

PhD Professor Architect E. B. Popescu
President of “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning, Bucharest